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Over one hundred years ago the crew of the RRS Discovery under
Robert Falcon Scott made the first scientific investigations of the
then little-known Antarctic continent. Now in the care of Dundee
Heritage Trust, this iconic vessel is the centrepiece of the Discovery
Point museum, which tells the story of her pioneering expeditions. 

Sir Ranulph Fiennes, Bt, OBE 
 Patron of Dundee Heritage Trust

The museum, of which I have been the proud Patron for many years, is now
about to undergo a major transformation that will create a dramatic new
visitor attraction highlighting Discovery’s groundbreaking research in polar
and marine science, along with a new gallery devoted to climate change.
Over the course of my lifetime as an expedition leader, I have become only
too aware of the changes brought about by the Earth’s warming climate
and have seen at first hand the impact this is having, particularly in the
polar regions.

I am therefore delighted to add my support to this exciting project which 
not only preserves our unique Antarctic heritage but also raises public
awareness of the environmental challenges faced by our fragile planet.



A word from
our Chair

Since its formation in 1985, Dundee Heritage Trust has played a central
role in preserving and interpreting Dundee’s unique industrial heritage
and keeping the city’s story alive for future generations. The return of the
RRS Discovery to her home city over 30 years ago was one of the early
catalysts for the regeneration of Dundee, and it is particularly fitting that
she still sits at the heart of the new Waterfront development alongside
the city’s latest attraction, the V&A Dundee.

I’m therefore delighted to introduce the Trust’s exciting new initiative,
Discovery Point Transformed, an ambitious project that will reimagine the
Discovery Point museum, secure the future of the historic RRS Discovery
and open up new opportunities for inclusive access and engagement.

With your help, we can create an outstanding centre for Antarctic
heritage, environment and learning that will inspire and stimulate new
audiences, establish Discovery Point as an international tourist
destination and ensure a bright and sustainable future for Dundee
Heritage Trust.

Thank you for your support!

Jim Pettigrew 
Dundee Heritage Trust



The Project

Our story 
so far

Our goal is to transform Discovery Point
into a world-class centre for Antarctic
heritage, connecting the pioneering
history of the RRS Discovery with
contemporary global issues such as
climate change, the ocean environment
and current Antarctic science.

The two-phase project will keep the historic 
RRS Discovery centre stage of this key Scottish
attraction, exploit more fully the unique
waterfront location, tell compelling stories using
our rich collections and enable us to engage
with new and diverse audiences.

Dundee Heritage Trust
Formed in 1985, the purpose of Dundee Heritage
Trust is ‘the guardianship, preservation, and
portrayal of Dundee’s heritage in ways that
educate, inspire and enlighten current and
future generations’. 

Since we only receive 1% of the total running
costs of our museums from public funding, we
are an entrepreneurial organisation with a
strong commercial focus that raises most of its
income through trading opportunities and
fundraising initiatives including corporate and
charitable trust support. 

The Trust operates two fully Accredited
museums at Discovery Point and Verdant Works,
both rated five star by VisitScotland, and cares
for two Recognised Collections of National
Significance relating to Captain Scott’s Royal
Research Ship Discovery and polar exploration
and the Dundee textile industry.

The Trust prides itself on achieving excellence
across all its activities and is recognised as a
leading independent museum in the UK.

This exciting, transformative project effectively
re-launches Discovery Point museum 30 years
after its opening.

PHASE ONE

The Dundee Dome Experience
Redesigned public entrance

Climate change gallery
Ship conservation
Waterfront café/restaurant
Environmental improvements
New special exhibition gallery
New permanent galleries

Learning programme 
Community engagement
Vibrant public events 

Phase
One

Associated
Activity

Phase
Two



a unique opportunity to enjoy striking views of a scene
that includes the Tay road and rail bridges, the
coastline of Fife and the buildings of Dundee

a suspended art work – the illuminated and rotating
'Gaia' by internationally renowned environmental artist
Luke Jerram - highlighting the beauty of the Earth and
our need to protect it

an immersive augmented/virtual reality experience
which will enable visitors to view the city as it was in
1901 when Discovery was launched

The Dundee Dome
Experience 

Phase One will transform the currently inaccessible upper cupola of
the Discovery Point building into a new public gallery with a
spectacular 360° panoramic view over the city and the River Tay. 

Phase O
ne

Phase One will also see a more dramatic and welcoming entrance to
the museum with a feature ‘iceberg’ style reception, new lift and a
stunning helical staircase inspired by Antarctic ice cores.



Phase Tw
o

Think Global: Act Local
climate change gallery

Inspired by the RRS Discovery’s pioneering scientific research in the
Antarctic in the early 20th century – the results of which are still
used by scientists today – our new gallery will explore the
increasingly urgent topics of climate change and the ocean
environment.

The ‘Think Global: Act Local’ gallery will bring the Discovery story up
to date, showing how international research at the poles is leading
the way in addressing today’s environmental challenges and how
this builds on the work done by Discovery’s scientists a century ago.

Combining historic objects and archive material from our Discovery
collection with cutting-edge research from partners in polar and
environmental science, the gallery will use audio-visual, interactive
and immersive content to engage visitors with today’s most
pressing global issue.

The gallery will feature themes such as the impact of climate change
on wildlife habitats, the effects of plastics in the oceans and the
importance of Antarctic science today.



New special
exhibition gallery

New permanent
galleries 

Accessibility will continue to be a priority
and improvements to gallery
interpretation, visitor flow and
infrastructure, such as the provision of a
Changing Places toilet, will ensure the
museum is welcoming for all.

There will also be improvements to a
number of Discovery Point’s other existing
galleries, putting more of the polar
collections on permanent display and
updating interpretation to ensure the
highest standards of visitor experience
throughout the museum. 

The project will see the creation of a brand
new permanent gallery devoted to some of
the most thrilling stories of polar
exploration including Ernest Shackleton’s
adventures and the ‘Race to the Pole’. 

This gallery helps the Trust's sustainability
as some special exhibitions could warrant
an extra admission charge, as well as
increasing opportunities for new and
repeat visits. 

A new dedicated space fitted out with
museum-grade lighting and environmental
controls will allow us to host a wider range
of shows to industry standards.

This gallery will also enable us to put more
of our collections on public display, offer
space for artists to exhibit and bring in
prestigious exhibitions and loans from
other museums. 

The wider range of exhibition subjects will
also provide opportunities for engagement
through community events and activities.



Environmental
improvements

This new facility, along with upgrades to
existing conference rooms, will provide
flexible-use spaces for corporate functions
and special events, creating commercial
opportunities that will enhance the
financial sustainability of Dundee Heritage
Trust.

External landscaping including new lighting
and public art will improve the public realm
outside Discovery Point, creating a more
dramatic approach for visitors.

State of the art renewable technologies will
be utilised including passive ventilation,
energy efficient boilers, air source heat
pumps and solar PV panels. These
measures will significantly reduce energy
use and CO  emissions.

With climate change being a major project
theme, it is important we make our
building an exemplar of best practice to
address our own carbon footprint and take
a community leadership role to encourage
others. 

A new two-storey café/restaurant to the
rear of the building will maximise Discovery
Point’s unique location, offering stunning
views overlooking the RRS Discovery, V&A
Dundee and the River Tay.
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The extension is being designed to achieve
ultra-low energy ratings and carbon
emissions. The project also offers an
opportunity to retro-fit Discovery Point to
improve its current poor environmental
performance. 

Waterfront café
& restaurant



Conservation of
RRS Discovery
Built in 1900 for Captain Robert Falcon Scott’s first
Antarctic expedition, the Royal Research Ship
Discovery is of local, national and international
significance and as part of the UK’s National Historic
Fleet is officially recognised as one of the country’s
most important historic ships. 

She was built in Dundee because of the city’s
special expertise in constructing such strong vessels
and was modelled on the lines of traditional Scottish
whaling ships used in the ice-packed Arctic seas.

The current well-preserved condition of the
RRS Discovery reflects the care and attention
given to her restoration and conservation by
Dundee Heritage Trust since she returned to
Dundee in 1986. However, due to her age and
wooden construction she requires regular major
works in addition to the ongoing programme of
planned maintenance. 

Discovery was the 
first ship specifically

designed for scientific
research and for

Antarctic regions 

A recent specialised survey of the ship has
identified several priority areas for
conservation. These include her bulwarks and
stanchions, timbers in the stern and parts of
the bow and internal hull, all of which require
immediate remedial action to avoid further
damage and progressive decay.



Learning &
Engagement
Dundee Heritage Trust delivers an award-winning programme of
formal, informal, family and community learning across our museums
and on outreach. We offer guided tours, workshops and resources for
schools and other groups; activities for families, young adults and older
people; a regular series of talks and specialist tours; and crossover
events that bring music, drama, dance, literature and contemporary art
into the museums. 

This project will allow us to expand our offer to include exciting new
themes of Antarctic exploration and science, climate change and the
ocean environment, and to bring vibrant learning opportunities to a
wider and more diverse community audience.

8000
school pupils visit our 
 museums every year 

more than

3500
people get involved in

our public activities

more than



Partnerships 

British Antarctic Survey
Circular Tayside
Dundee and Angus Convention Bureau
Dundee City Council
Dundee Science Centre
Michelin Scotland Innovation Parc
South Georgia Heritage Trust
UK Antarctic Heritage Trust
University of Abertay, School of Design and
Informatics and School of Applied Sciences
University of Dundee, Centre for Renewable Energy
University of St Andrews
VisitScotland
ZeroWaste Scotland

Our project partners will be involved in a variety of ways: by
providing advice, resources and expertise during the planning
and delivery of key aspects of the project; in developing
exhibition galleries and conserving the RRS Discovery; by
offering support through match funding; and by helping to
deliver a comprehensive and inclusive events and activity
programme for both visitors and the wider community. 

Dundee Heritage Trust is a highly collaborative organisation
that is a key partner in local, national and international
initiatives across both the tourism and museum/heritage
sectors. 

Camilla Nichol,
Chief Executive, 
UK Antarctic Heritage Trust  

These tales can
inform how we, as a
global community,
view and value
Antarctica today and
work to protect the
continent and the
wider planet from
climate change.  

We are delighted to
be working with
Dundee Heritage
Trust on this exciting
project as from
Antarctica’s past
come tales of
adventure and
scientific discovery
which have huge
potential for public
engagement.  

At present, we have confirmed expressions of support for the
project from:



The Trust has received planning permission for the entire
project. The capital budget has been developed by the
Architect and associated professional team including a Senior
Cost Consultant.

We have a range of costed options for the development which
will be further refined in dialogue with partners and funders but
we anticipate delivering a project worth £12 million. 

The flexible approach to delivery means that distinct phases
can begin once full funding is in place for these. Phase One is
now fully funded, with completion expected in early 2022.
Pledged support of a further £4.1m towards Phase Two has also
been received from the Tay Cities Deal programme and the
National Lottery Heritage Fund.

Projected Costs

AREA OF EXPENDITURE ESTIMATED BUDGET 

Dundee Dome Experience including new lift and stair 
Enabling floor infills for Climate Change gallery
New reception & atrium

PHASE 0NE (FULLY FUNDED)

£1,900,000

'Think Global: Act Local' climate change gallery £1,705,000
PHASE TWO

Riverside café extension
Special exhibition gallery
New permanent gallery & refurbishment of other galleries
Exterior landscaping & new entrance
Environmental improvement works
Conference & events room upgrades £7,100,000

Conservation works

RRS DISCOVERY
£1,305,000

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS £12,010,000 

The above include allowances for learning staff and programmes related to the new developments and galleries. 

2021-22
PHASE ONE

2023-25
PHASE TWO RRS DISCOVERY

2023-25



As well as creating a dramatic destination for local, national and
international visitors, the project will deliver a comprehensive
learning and engagement programme for people of all ages and
backgrounds.

Every gift is important to us and Dundee Heritage Trust will work
with donors to ensure their contributions are appropriately
recognised and acknowledged. The unique new spaces within the
museum and onboard RRS Discovery lend themselves perfectly to
naming opportunities for charitable trusts, corporate sponsors and
individuals.

Alternatively, donors may wish to have their name associated with
the learning, audience engagement and community outreach
programmes that will be an integral part of the project.

Support Us

See future
generations be
inspired by the

stories of the iconic
RRS Discovery

Get In Touch

Brian Kelly I Development Officer
development@dundeeheritage.co.uk I 01382 309087

www.dundeeheritagetrust.co.uk/support-us  

With your help we can transform Discovery Point into a
world-class Antarctic heritage and environment centre,
with the fully-conserved RRS Discovery at its heart.

Help safeguard
Captain Scott’s ship,
an irreplaceable part

of British and
Antarctic history

Be part of an
exciting project

tackling the most
pressing issue of our

day – climate
change

We would be delighted to provide further information
about Discovery Point Transformed.
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Dundee Heritage Trust
RRS Discovery & Discovery Point

Discovery Quay
Dundee
DD1 4XA

 
01382 309060

www.rrsdiscovery.co.uk

Discovery Point
Transformed

Our project will keep the historic RRS Discovery
at centre stage in a transformative project for
Discovery Point that effectively re-launches the
museum 30 years after its opening, creating a
completely new visitor experience.

The Project

Get In Touch 
Brian Kelly I Development Officer
development@dundeeheritage.co.uk
01382 309087 
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